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Product Service Information Bulletin PSIB 07-02

Use and Resale of Used Passenger and Light Truck Tires

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this bulletin is to address used tires that have uncertain or unknown history of use,
maintenance, and storage conditions such as used tires purchased as replacement tires or as
already equipped on a used vehicle. This bulletin applies to passenger and light truck tires. Once
tires are applied to a vehicle and put into service, they are considered “used”.
There are risks associated with the purchase of used tires for which the service history is uncertain
or unknown. This pertains to both used tires purchased as replacement tires or for tires already
equipped on a used vehicle. Used tires may have been exposed to improper service and may have
damage that could eventually lead to a tire disablement.
Not all tire damage or conditions that can lead to a tire disablement are easily detectable. For
instance, improper repairs or damage to a tire’s inner liner can only be observed through an
inspection of the inside of the tire, demounted from the wheel. A qualified tire service professional
should inspect the internal and external condition of a used tire prior to application. If a used
vehicle is purchased and the history of the tires is unknown, it is recommended that the tires be
inspected by a tire service professional, including demounting for internal inspection as appropriate
for the characteristics as recommended below.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
DO NOT purchase, sell, or install used tires that exhibit any of the following
characteristics:


















Any punctures, or other penetrations, whether repaired or not.
Indication of internal separation, such as tread or belt separation (e.g., bulges, bumps,
lumps, localized tread wear, vibrations, unusual tire noise, etc.)
Indication of run-flat, underinflated, and/or overloaded damage (e.g. inner liner abrasion,
delamination, or discoloration; excessive tread shoulder wear, etc.)
Cuts, cracks, bulges, scrapes, ozone cracking/weather checking, impact damage, splits,
snags, etc., or any damage or wear exposing the body material of the tire.
ANY inner liner or bead damage.
ANY history of continuous inflation pressure loss requiring frequent re-inflation.
Defaced or removed DOT tire identification number (TIN), which is located on the tire
sidewall.
Tires that have a date code that is older than 10 years. The date code – the last three or
four digits of the DOT TIN – indicates the week and year the tire was manufactured. Vehicle
manufacturers may recommend a different chronological age at which a tire should be
replaced based on their understanding of the specific vehicle application; Continental Tire
recommends that any such instruction be followed.
Involved in a recall or a replacement program.
Inadequate tread depth for continued service (i.e. nearly worn out). Tires with a tread depth
of 2/32” or less at any point on the tire are worn out.
Originally or currently mounted on a rim that is bent, dented, cracked or otherwise damaged.
Chemical, fire, excessive heat damage, or other environmental damage.
Designated as a “scrap tire” or otherwise not intended for continued highway service.
Prior use of tire sealant or balance/filler material.
Tires that have been altered to look like new tires (e.g., a regrooved tread).
Labeled on the sidewall as “Not For Highway Use”, “NHS”, “For Racing Purposes Only”,
“Agricultural Use Only”, “SL” (service limited agricultural tire), or any other indication that the
tire is barred from use on public thoroughfares.
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